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1. INTRODUCTION 
Early maturity ∞nstitutes one of the chief objectives in breeding of cultivated 
plants. A tendency toward more intensive farming in Japan has especially streng-
thened the requirement of ear1ier varieti白 ofbar1ey and wheat， suited as the 
befo問・cro戸 ofear1y-planting rice. 1n ∞戸 withthis situation， Japan問 cereals
breeders are now con田ntratingtheir efforts句 breedsuch kind of varieti白・
1t is self-evident that maturity is a physiological character mωt sensitive加
climatic ∞nditions， and the inner factors r，白ponsiblefor maturity 1n turn aH配 t
adaptability of the variety to the ecological niche. Sinc怠 climatein Japan vari白
∞nsiderably with 問gions，it is of n民間ityto know how far we can make time of 
maturity伺r1ierin res戸ctiveregions and what kinds of genotypes are most adap-
tiveωthe regions. 
Takahashi and Yasuda (1957， 1958， 196ο)， in a田riesof studies on the 
physiology and genetics of heading time in bar1ey， have confirmed that spring and 
winter habit of growth and responses of vernalized plants to short-day (photoperiodic 
response) and to long-day (earliness in a narrow sense)， among others， are the 
most important inner factors that are responsible for time of heading of a barley 
plant. However， th白ethree factors not always affect time of heading similarly. 
Ac∞rding加 them，time of heading of barley回 wnou吋∞rsin fal at Kurashiki 
with mild winters was chiefly determined by an inner factor to r白戸ndto short 
pho句periοd，but almost indifferent of spring and winter habit or of the回r1iness
factor in a narrow田nse.Nevertheless， itis conceivable that the 回r1inessfac旬r
m a narrow田n記 mayplay an important role in determining heading time of 
barley which are grown in northern regions wherein longer day-length predomi-
nates during heading time. As far as the previous experiments are conc怠rned，
spring and winter habit was found to matter litle to earliness of fall-sown bar1ey， 
but it偲 rtainlyaffects seriously the earlin白sof spring回wnbar1ey. Moreover， 
geographical regularities in distribution of spring-gen田 andof varieti缶 differing
in grade of spring habit， which have 民enconfirmed by Takahashi (1943， 1955)， 
naturally lead to a thought that this is one of the im戸rtantfactors controlling 
adaptability of barley plant to their habitats. 
The present study aimed to ∞ntribute further to the fundamental knowledge 
about time of heading and es戸ciallyadaptability of 凶rleyvarieties to habitats 
* This is the Engl凶吋itiOlof the article published in Nogaku Kenkyu 49 (2): 93-119， 1961 
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from breeder's point of view. Accordingly， efforts have 民encentered u伊 nthe 
mv白tigationof the eff配 tsof natural selection on heading time of barley hybrid 
populations which had suαessively grown nuder different climatic ∞nditions. 
Furthermore， analytical studies were made as to how the constitutions of these 
hybrid 戸pulationshad 民enchanged regarding three important factors， namely 
spring and winter habit， r回，pon舘 sto short and long photo戸riod.
As already shown by Akemine and Kikuchi (1958) in rice hybrids， itwas 
recongnized also in this experiment that the effects of natural田l配 tionwe向田
rnarked that these hybrid populations originated from different 1，凹ationshave 
r白.pondedto their res戸ctiveclimatic ∞nditions， and have been changed differently 
in heading time and al田 intheir constitution regarding three inner factors within 
only 5 segregating generations. The results obtained in this experiment will be 
stated below. 
I. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
F our barley crosses were used in this seri白 ofexperiments. Names of the 
parental varieties， origin and characteristics are shown in Table 1. 1t may be 
Table 1 
Characteristics of parental varieties of four cr偲 ses
Crc国
No. Parent Origin 
1{IW批 dm噌
Indian Barley Form欄
2 {百m凶 Finland 
Shirnabara Kumamoto 
3{kmmgi No凶 Shizuoka 
Mensury C Iwate 
4{~叫iW，吋aゐ Kochi 
Mensury C Iwate 
Earlin邑s Grade of Growth habit 
(Fal-回wn)spring habit gen田 involvedホ
very late VI ShSh Sh2Sh2 Sh3Sh3 
very early I ShSh Sh2Sh2 shaShs 
very ear!y shsh Sh2Sh2 ShaShs 
late V ShSh shsshs shsshs 
飽rly 1 ShSh Sh~ISh~IShaShs 
very late I shsh Sh2Sh2 Sh8Shs 
very early IV ShSh Sh2Shs Sh8Shs 
very late I shsh sh2sh2 shsshs 
* sh， Sh2 and Shs are the gen四 forspring habit. 
Plant 
ty戸
nornal 
normal 
nornal 
uzu 
uzu 
nornal 
nornal 
nornal 
pointed out in this table that戸rentalcombinations of these cr部 S缶 aredetermined 
田 asto be markedly different inter se in their genetic constitution for growth 
habit and al田 earlinessin the 0戸nfield. These hybrid populations were grown 
in bulk from F2 to Fe generation in successive y白 rssince the autumn of 1954 at 
the four locations; namely， Morioka， Kon団 u，Kurashiki and Kanoya which a問
located in northern， cen回 1，田uthernand馴 themmostJa戸n，respectively. Cross 
No. 4 was not grown at Konosu and Kanoya， however. Each hybrid population 
∞nsisted of about 2400 plants. They were cultivated after the conventional method 
of the resp;ヨctiveplaces. The田 wingtime was伺 rly仇 toberat Morioka， late 
October at Konωu， middle Novem民rat Kurashiki and late November at Kanoya. 
Day品n~th and temperature <>f f<>ur 1∞手tioJlsdurin~ the ~rowth pericd of b町1er
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are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. 
1n order to know the genera' 
tional chang田 ingenetic constitut-
ions of the hybrid popnlations 
regarding chief e∞logical charac-
teristics， analytical studies were 
made at Kurashiki. The materials 
for回 chof the following t，白ts∞n-
sisted of 300 or more seeds random-
ly taken from each of the hybrid 
populations and 20 or more seeds of 
their伊 rentalvarieties. Sometimes， 
Fl and F2 hybrids， if available， 
were planted for comparison. The 
characters and methods of analysis 
are as below : 
(1) Relative frequencies of 
spring and winter ty戸 plants
among hybrid population: A 舘ed
阻 mpleof each hybrid population， 
together with the舘edsof their 
parental varieties， were田wnin two 
or more wα対enflats of 38 x 62 x 
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Fig. 2， Monthly average temperatures during 
growing peri吋sof barley in 4 1ωations 
(average of 5 years) 
12 cm in size， which permitted normal growth of 170 plants. The plants were 
reared throughout under 24 hour day in a greenhouse. The natural day-light were 
supplemented by 100 watt incandescent lamps suspended about 1 m above the plants 
from before sun田tto回metimeafter sunri田.Records were taken on a single plant 
basis for the time of emergence of flag-leaf and the number of leav白 onthe main 
stem. As was previously reported by Takahashi and Yamamoto (1951)， the dis-
crimination between spring and winter ty戸~ was easily feasible because of marked 
difference in time of heading between two types under 24 hour illumination. 
(2) R白pon田 toshort-day: All the seeds were fully vernalized prior to plant-
ing by exp::>sing to low崎 mp<!ratureof 1....30C for 61 days. They we問 sownin 
也ewαx1enflats at a density of 150 per flat， and grown in a greenhouse under 8 
hour day for 40 days and thereafter subjected to 24 hour-day. Records were taken 
for the time of flag-leaf emergence and number of leaves on the main stem. 
(3) Earliness in a narrow sen田 (respo悶 tolong-day): After vernalization， 
記edswere回wn10田mewαx1en flats at a density of 170 per flat and reared 
throughout under 24 hour day in a gr，田nhouse. Days to flag-leaf emergence and 
number of leaves on the main stem were re∞rded. 
(4) Time of heading in open field: The seeds were space-planted in the field 
with two replications in November 15 at Kurashiki. Manuring and other cultivat-
in~ practic~ w~re II}ade司ccordinsto cony~ntjooal meth吋s，Daily re∞r~ were 
45 
taken for the heading date of each of the plants. 
All the four characters above stated were investigated for the three cr凶記s，
Nos.1-3， but for the Cross No.4 only two characters， spring and winter habit 
of growth and time of h回 dingin open field were inv田tigated.
Yasuda: Natural Selection凶Bar1ey1963) 
II. EXPERIMENT AL RESULTS 
Relative Frequencies 01 Spring and Winter Type Plants in Hybrid 
PO仰lation
Frequenci，白ofspring and winter type plants were investigated in the Fs and 
F. populations of Cross No. 1 (lwate Omugi No. 1 X 1ndian Bar1ey) grown at出e
four different locations. The r缶ults，expr田sedas percentages， are shown in Fig. 
3. As it was known that one dominant gene Sh2 for spring habit of growth was 
involved in this cross， the theoretical frequency of回.chgeneration was伺 lcula飴d
on this basis and shown in the figure. 
1t is obvious in Fig. 3 that natural selection have remarkably affected survival 
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Fig. 3. Relative fr司uenciesof spring type p1ants (A) and winter type叩 es(B) 
in the popu1ations of Crc踊 No.1 grown at four 10ωtions. 
rate of spring and winter type plants: When grown at Morioka， spring type plants 
have rapidly been eliminated from the population， and their frequency in F. gene-
ration have be∞me about one third of the th印 reticalfrequency. on the contrary， 
predominance of spring type plants was evident at three other locations， and this 
tendency was more pronounced as went down to田uthfrom Konosu to Kurashiki 
and finally to Kanoya， with an ex偲 ptionof Fa population from Kanoya. Since no 
(Bd. 12， Ht. 1， 
appreciable differences in climatic ∞nditions could be found be抑制1the y'伺 rs
when Fs and F. populations had been grown， remarkable low frequency of spring 
type plants in Fa may be attributed to姐 mplingerror. 
As to Cross No. 2 (Tammi X Shirnabara)， frequenci白 ofspring and winter 
type plants in the F a加 Fopopulations from four 1，∞ations were inv田tigated.This 
cross is expected to give segregation of spring and winter ty戸 plantsin a 61 : 3 
ratio in F~ generation， since it is known that one rec儲 ive(sh) and two dominant 
(S~， Sha ) spring gen回 havebeen involved in this cross. 
Ass田 nin Fig. 4， spring type plants were about 10 % les frequent than the 
Berichte d. Ohara lnstItuts. 46 
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Fig. 4.Relative frequenci鎚 ofspring type plan匂 (A)and winter type on白 (B)
in the populations of Cr凶sNo. 2 grown at 4 1α沼tions.
Generation 
theoretical at Morioka in Fa generation and becarne 1，白sand 1田swith the progr，鰯
of generation. Their frequency in F6 generation was only about one fifth of the 
th即時tical. In contrast， spring type plants were not so much decreased at three 
other 10伺 tions，although也eywere 2--10% lower in frequency in Konosu 伊 p叫a-
tion than in Kurashiki and Kanoya 伊 pulatiom:.
The parents of Cross No. 3 are both of spring habit， but，郎氏enin Table 1， 
they have different spring gen白， narnely， sh in Mensury and Sh2 in Kuromugi 
No.l48. Therefore， 13 spring type and 3 winter type plants are ex戸ctedin F~ of 
this cross. Furthermore， the spring type segregants of this cross回 nbe subdivided 
into two groups based on the differen偲 ingenetic constitutions wi出ther位回目前
47 
follows: Aα:ording to Takahashi et al. (195]， 1953， 1956)， Shsh is 1inked with 
Hshsforsh回 thhair with 6.4 % of r，配ombination，and a p1ant with gene shsh (grade 
1 for spring habit) is definitely earlier in h伺 dingunder 24 hour illumination at high 
temperature than a plant with gene Sh~ISh~I (grade I). By virtue of the visua1 
悩ferencesin hairy condition on 1eaf sheath and earline鎚， p1an飽 withgenoty戸 of
shshSh~ISh~I or shshshJshJ (th蹴 twoty戸 S回 nnot be discriminated be但 U民 of
the epis凶 isof shsh over Sh~'Sh~l) can be distinguished from plants with ShShSh~I 
Sh~I. Chang白血 frequenci田 ofth白edifferent types of spring and winter plants 
were studied凶 ingFs， F. and Fe hybrid popu1ations of Cr舗 No.3 originated from 
different 1田ations.
Fig. 5A giv白 changesin frequency of spring t冗>ep1ants as a wh01e at each 
Yasuda: Natura1 Sel回 ionin Barley 1963) 
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Fig. 5. Relative fr句uenciesof spring type plants (A) and winter type ones (C) 
in the popu1ations of Cn溺 No.3 grown at " 1，は沼tions.(B) shows 
two groups of spring type plants which are divided 
by their genotypes. 
Generation Generation 
lα:atiQn. 1t will be配enin this figure that in Fs and F. generations on1y a 1itle 
differenc白 infrequencies are recongnized between 1α:ations， but in the suα配 ding
generations 1∞ation ef配 tsbecome apparent; name1y， a striking fal in the fre-
quency is evident in F6 generation of Morioka popu1ation. on the 0出erhand， 
natura1民1ection詑emedto favor to回meextent the spring type p1ants at three 
other 1，α:ations，白戸詑ialyat Kurashiki and Kanoya. 
Let us∞mpare the chang田 infrequency of spring ty戸swith Sh~I(ShSh~I 
W戸)and of those with sh (sh ty戸)in Fig. 5 B， in which are shown per cent 
frequenci田 ofboth typ田. 1t is perceived that， when grown at Morioka， actua1 
frequenci田 ofthese two spring types in Fs and F. popu1ations are not 50 much 
E国. 12， Ht. 1， 
apart from their theoretical on同 butabrupt也'Opof frequency is observed in F6 
generation. However， the rate of .d配reaseof sh type is about twice than that of 
ShSh~[ type. 1n other words， selection pressure operating at Morioka at least in 
1958 was by far stronger 011 sh ty戸 thanon ShSh~[ type. 1n F3 and F， populations 
grown at Konosu， the frequencies of both sh-and ShSh~[-types are similar to their 
theoreticalones. However， sh type in F6 decreases about 10%， while ShSh~[ type 
increases more than 10% as compared with their respective th田 reticalfrequencies. 
Consequently， it seems that the excess of the frequency of whole spring type plants 
in Konosu populatiol1 may be contributed mainly by the increase of ShSh~[ ty戸-
An almost similar chang田 infrequency of spring‘旬戸 plantshave been observed 
in both Kurashiki and Kanoya populations; frequency of sh type is about the回me
as expected， and the frequency of ShSh~[ type is higher than what is ex戸cted
th田 retically.
Cross No. 4， a cross between K∞hi-Wasehadaka and Mensury C， were grown 
at Morioka and Kurashiki. 1n this cross， the segregation of the spring and winter 
typ白 inF2 hybrid is ex戸ctedto be in a 1 : 3ratio， because only one rl配田slve
spring gene， sh， isincluded in this cross. 1n Fig. 6 are shown the frequenci田 of
spring and winter typ白 fromF3 to F7 generations. However， owing to poor germi-
nation， no datum was available for Fs population of Kurashiki. 
As shown in Fig. 6， spring type plants in F3 population grown at Morioka are 
about 7労 lowerin frequency than the expected. With the progr田sof generation， 
they are gradually eliminated from the population， and in F7 generation， its fre-
quency b配omesabout one half of the theoretical frequency. on the contrary， the 
fr問uenciesof spring type plants in Kurashiki population are always 3--5労higher
Berichte d. Ohara Instituts. 48 
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than the th印 reticalones. lt is pc:溜ibleto point out herewith that the chang回 m
h明 uencyof spring type plants (sh ty戸)observed in this cr舗 arealmost similar 
to those of sh-type involved in Cn渇sNo. 3. 
lt w錨 attemptedfurther旬回timatefrom the da旬 ofthis cross the st陀n回h
of se1配 tionpressure that has actua11y been operating on spring ty戸 plantwith 
sh in homozygous condition. ln this calculation it was n民自祖ryto determine 
the proportion of spring ty戸 plantswhich have been eliminated by田l配 tionon 
the spring plants during at least one growing民asonat a certain 1α~tion. A t田t
with a田ed回mpletaken from the bulked seeds of a population of a certain s唱re-
gating generatio九回yF 8， would only permit to know the pro伊 rtionof spring 
ty戸 plantin the 伊pulation，which a毘 consistedof two kinds: one which survived 
出e田l配 tionin F3 generation and the other which have been田gregatedin F. from 
the winter type plants heterozygous for Sh (Shsh) in Fs・ Thelatter could be 
田 timatedfrom proportion of the winter type plants in Fs generation， ifheterozygous 
(Shsh) and homozygous (ShSh) winter type plants had no differential sel配tive
advantage and ∞curred in the fr伺uenciesth回 retica11yex戸cted. The valu自由ti-
rnated in出isway were repre田ntedby selection coefficient， s. A selection coeffici-
ent of unity will be obtained when the sel配 tionfor spring ty戸 plantsis complete. 
An adaptive value (ω) was calculated by l-s. Similar method w部 usedin order to 
calculate the selection c明日icientfor winter ty戸 plant，but it w酪 assumedin this 
伺 sethat 加thhomozygote (ShSh) and heterozygote (Shsh) were a1 sub戸tedω
the same selection pr白sure.
ln Table 2 are shown two kinds of valu白， sel配 tionc田 fficientand adaptive 
value. The number of generations shown in the table are th伺 ein which the popu-
Table 2 
Adaptive values and selection c叩 fficientsfor spring and winter type 
plants involed in the populations of Cross No. 4 
(A) Spring ty戸 (shsh)
Jtem Location F2 Fs F. Fd Fe Aver Jge 
Selection Morioka 0.272 0.105 0.214 0.145 0.081 (0.163) 
α>eficient Kurashiki -0.034ホ 0.046 0.027 (0.013) 
Adaptive Morioka 0.728 0.895 0.786 0.855 0.919 (0.837) 
value Kurashiki 1.034 0.954 0.973 (0.987) 
一一
(8) Winter ty戸 (ShSh印 dShsh) 
ltem I正記ation F2 Fa F. Fd Fo Average 
Selection Morioka -0.109ホ 一0.052 -0.119 -0.066 -0.032 (-0;076) 
α>efficient Kurashiki 0.037 -0.057 -0.030 (-0，017) 
Adaptive Morioka 1.109 1.052 1.119 1.066 1.032 (1.076) 
value Kurashiki 0.963 1.057 1.030 (1.011) 
• Negative values indicate the' selectionα泥ficientswhen the spring type plants are adaptive 
to the environment. 
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lation have b偲 ngrown at田.chlocation， but not he generation in which the t缶t
was made. It may be noted that the sel配 tion.coefficients凶ve，for .convenien偲'
田ke，been shown in negative valu~， when the spring type plants were adaptive 
to the environment. 
Asex戸ctedfrom the results of Fig. 6， the詑lection.coeffi.cient for the 'spring 
ty戸 plantsis higher in Morioka (the average 0.163) than in Kurashiki (the average 
0.013) (Table 2); in Morioka， the selection pr田sureon the spring typ白戸r
generation is田timatedas 0.1-0ム whilein Kurashiki， itis酪 lowas 0.05-0.03 
de戸ndingupon the generations. Adaptive values (ω) for spring type plan飴 are
naturally higher in Kurashiki population than in Morioka population which showed 
the values of 1田sthan 0.8 in both F2 and F. generations. Therefore， selection for 
winter type plants are not r配ongnizedin Morioka population， where the in.crea田
of frequen.cy of su.ch plants were rather gr回 terthan what ex戸:!Ctedth曲目ti.caly.
The adaptive values for winter type plants were more than 1. 1n Kurashiki 
population， itis recongnized that the winter type plants in.crease in both Fd and Fe 
generations， though their adaptive values are les than those of Morioka population. 
But winter type plants in F. generation tend to be slightly eliminated from the 
population. 
2. Resρonse to Short-day After Vernalization 
Short.day respon田 ofa population may be repr，田entedby m回 ndaysωflag-
l伺 femergence of the plan岱.constitutingthe population and alωby the variation 
of da戸 toflag within the population. Small or large m回 ndays to flag of the 
population impli，田thatthe population is .chiefly consisted of th田eplants whi.ch are 
insensitive or民間itiveto short-day. Magnitude of variation within population as 
to the date of flag-leaf emergen.ce， on the other hand， may indi.cate how far the 
individuals in the population are variable regarding the sensitivity to short photo-
period. These will be expressed in term of田lectionin such a way that the mean 
shows dir配 tionand intensity of田l配 tion，and that the variance within population 
shows intensity of selection on different genoty戸sin the population. 
1nvestigations on the r回pon配 toshort-day were made of Fs to Fd populations 
of Cross No・1and of Fa to Fe populations of Cros錨 No・2and 3. 
The population mean and varianc怠ofeach population of Cross No. 1 originated 
from different 1∞ations are shown by a scatter diagram in Fig. 7. 
As田enin Fig. 7， m伺 nsand varianc田 arealways much larger in Morioka 
population than in those from three other 1∞ations. Furtheロnore，it is apparent 
in the figure that both m回 nand varian田 in.crea記dgradually with the progress 
of generation. This implies that Morioka伊pulationsare chiefly oonsisted of late 
type plants， and at the回 metime that they stil indude extremely early plants in 
l回国rproportion. On the .contrary， Kanoya populations have the smallest means 
and variances， and th白 esituations become more marked with the advan.ce of 
generation. Namely， F. and Fd populations of Kanoya are one week or more earlier 
in flag-leaf emergence than thωe of the Morioka populations， and they are chiefly 
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Fig. 7. Relation of population m回 nsand varianc田 withinpopulation of days 
to flag under short-day after vernalization. FsωFd hybrid populations 
of Cross No. 1. which had been l'切符dat 4 1∞ations. 
consisted of the伺 rlytype plants. Konosu and Kurashiki populations are inter-
mediate in general between Morioka and Kanoya populations regarding both 
mean and variance， although Konosu 戸pulationsindicate a slight tendency to 
become earlier with the progress of generation， while Kurashiki populations are 
much the same as F2 population. 
1n sharp contrast to two other crosses， the populations from the Cross No. 3 
are characterized by very small differences in both mean and variance， namely， 
thereαnbe肥∞gnizedonly 1.5 days difference in mean and 2.5 difference in 
vari組問 betweentwo extreme populations， though the differenc田 arem伺 tly
signifiαnt because of the litle error variances. Fig. 8 shows that the populations 
from Kurashiki and Kanoya are slightly earlier in flag-leaf emergence and some-
what smaller in variance than F2 population and also those from both Morioka and 
Konosu. 
The results obtained in Cross No. 2 are shown in Fig. 9， which clearly indicate 
a general tendency that ri田 inpopulation m回 nsare always ac∞mpanied by the 
decrease in 伊 pulationvariances. This is quite different from the tendency r配 ong-
nized in Crosses No. 1 and 3. Morioka population is characterized by retardation 
of time of flag-leaf emergence and al田 bysmall variability as∞mpared with th佃 e
from three other 1∞ations， and this be∞m白 morepronounced with the progr，白S
of generation. These imply that natural selection has wholly eliminated from the 
population those plants which are insensitive to short-photo戸riod. On the other 
hand， Kurashiki and Kanoya populations are early on an average in time of flag-leaf 
(Bd. 12， Ht. 1， Berichte d. Ohara Instituts. 
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emergence， but stil include a wide range of plants differing in sensitivity to short-
day. Konosu population is almost intermediate between these two extrem田.
Differenc白 inthe com戸sitionof different populations may be disclosed more 
distinctly by another measure of expression， tentatively named “earlin白sor laten郎
index" than by m回 nand variance (Table 3). These indexes are the numerals to 
show how many and to what extent early or late plant are involved in the popula-
tion， and their calculation was made in the following way: As the critical date of 
earliness for the population the date of flag-leaf emergence of the last plant of the 
“田rly"parent is fixed and those plants which emerged their flag-l回 V田 onthe 
姐 meday is given a coefficient of unity. Starting from the critical day， 1， 2， 3... 
days伺 rlierplants are given a coefficients of 2， 3， 4， . . .， r白戸ctively.Total sum 
of the pr吋uctsof these index白 andnumber of plants as expressed in戸rcent of 
the whole plants in the population is the “earlin白sindex" for the population to be 
determined. Similarly，“lateness index" was calculated in the担 meprinciple. 
However， inthis伺配 criticaldate was fixed to be the date of the伺 rlistplant of 
the late parent. 
Table 3 
Earliness-自ldlateness-indexes with regard to days to flag under short day after 
vernalization in the population grown at different locations. (See 絶対)
Generation _ _ . _ _~rliness_~ndex Laten白sindex Cr情 S EIerat-on Morioh kon鴎 uKurashiki Kanoya 同函函函~K品忌uKIoI繍aikiKa剖開
Fs (56.0) (17.2) 
Cr<踊 -・.......曹・・........‘・ .ー...， . ・・・ー.. .. 、. ... 咽 ・ー .・司 ・ーー・且ー・ M‘.・ー...・"・ .ー.Fs 52.6 69.3 74.6 56.6 55.6 36.5 18.0 33.2 
No.l 
F‘ 20.6 72.8 自8.6 111.0 73.4 27.2 19.2 15.5 
Fd 13.5 78.5 74.2 96.6 147.1 11.9 16.9 7.3 
F2 (144.7) (36.2) 
・ー喝....-...・・・ー・・・ー・・・..ー・・・・ーー・・，・-ー-・・ー..........・・
Cr噛 Fs 37.9 97.7 76.1 79.6 94.4 97.1 87.3 94.7 
No.2 F. 11.3 83.2 205.0 131.5 102.3 50.0 52.6 72.9 
Fd 14.4 81.3 141.2 137.0 1回.5 74.5 30.9 56.4 
Fo 。 58.1 135.9 91.6 137.6 47.9 86.5 67.7 
Fs (47.5) (46.9) 
Cros晶 Fs 27.6 26.5 35.8 33.6 69.7 63.5 33.8 36.9 
No.3 F‘ 41.6 41.8 45.9 39.1 46.7 46.7 29.3 51.0 
Fd 33.2 45.1 58.1 39.1 51.8 61.1 26.0 39.6 
Fo 12.4 23.0 53.8 31. 7 93.4 68.2 31守5 69.0 
1n Cross No. 1， there is litle difference in“earlin田sindex" among four 1田 a-
tions in Fs generation. But， the “earlin白sindex白"in Morioka populations d配 r伺舘
gradually， while those in the others increase generation by gene四tion. Con田-
quently， the difference between the two became larger with the advance of genera-
tion. 1n the populations from three 1∞ations other than Morioka， their“earlineぉ
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indexes" tend to become higher as go down to south with ex田ptionof some cases. 
These tendencies mentioned above are more pronounced in Cross No. 2; the “earli-
n白sindex白"of Morioka population， even in Fs generation， are les than one half 
of thωe in the others， and hybrid plants as early as the “回r1y"parent， Tammi， 
has completely been eliminated from the Fe population. The populations from 
Konosu also indicate a slight tendency to become smal1er in “earlin白sindexes" 
with the progress of generation. Mor回 ver，it is noted that the “earlim部 indexes"
in Kurashiki populations on and after F. are larger than those in Kanoya popula-
tions.τbe changes in “earlin白sindex" among generations of Cross No. 3 are 
alm慣tsimilar in tendency to those of Cross白 No.1 and 2， though the extent 
of differences between Morioka population and the others are far smal1er in this 
cr略 thanin Cross白 No.1and 2. 
“Earliness index白"of the populations grown at Kurashiki and Kanoya 
decreased at Fe in spite of gradual increase up旬 Fdgeneration. This may be due 
to the fact that the Fd populations were al exp<渇edto the extra ordinarily low 
temperature in the early spring in 1958， and consequently， ear1y plants， which 
had just attained to a stage of meiosis or anthesis in the southern locations， have 
suffered m部 t民verelyfrom ∞ld injury， whereas they were stil1 at their vegetative 
stage at the northem locations， and配 a戸dfrom cold injury. 
As shown in Table 3， the chang田 m“laten邸 index"among generations are 
almost reveぉeof tho田 m“earlin田sindex勺 withthe progr田sof generation， the 
“laten缶sindex" in Morioka populations increase gradually， and d配 reasein Kura-
shiki and Kanoya populations. 1n Konosu 伊pulation，however， such changes as 
mentioned above are slight， except for Cross No.1 which indicated similar tend-
encies to Kurashiki and Kanoya populationE. 
Increa田 of“laten白sindex" in both Kurashiki and Kanoya populations at 
their Fe generation may be in part attributed to mark the elimination of early 
plants by the meteological cau田 mentionedabove. 
3. Resρonse /0 Long-day Ajter Vernalization (Earliness in a Narrow 
Sense) 
The analy民sof “earliness in a narrow田n田"were made for Fs toFd popula-
tions of both Crosses No.1 and 3， and for Fa to Fe populations of Cross No.2. 
Since a parent of either of Cross田 No.2 and 3 isof semi-brachytic or uzu type， it
lS ex戸ctedto segregate the uzu type plants in th田ehybrid populations. Ac∞rding 
to Takahashi and Yasuda (1958)， th田euzu type plants are one or more days later 
than those of normal ones when grown simultan凹 uslyunder the condition of 24 
hour day at high tem戸ratureafter vernalization. 50， corr配 tionwas made on this 
basis for the m回 ndays to f1ag of uzu type plants appeared in th白 ecro鑓田. 1n 
Fig. 10 are shown means and variances of the populations of Cross No. 1. 
As田enin Fig. 10， both the m回 nsand varianc田 ofMorioka populations are 
larger than thωe of the other locations， and are inclined to bec:沿melarger with 
the progr白 Sof generation， On the other hand， the populations grown at Kanoya 
55 Yasuda: Natural缶lectionin Barley 1963) 
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are the田 rlyin general and small in variability， and al回 indicatea slight tendency 
to b配ome回 rlierwith the advance of generation. Both Kon白 uand Kurashiki 
populations are almost intermediate between Morioka and Kanoya populations 
about their m回 nsand variances. Mor回 ver，mean days to flag in both Kon部 u
and Kurashiki populations are similar to that of Ft population. 
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The r白ultsof Cross No.3 are shown in Fig.11. As seen in this figure， 
differences in means and variances betw田 nlocations or generations are回 small
as∞mpared with those of Cross No. 1. 1t seems hard to find a definite tendency 
in their changes. One thing to be pointed out in the result is that most of the 
populations， with a exception of F. population of Morioka， are伺 rlierand more 
variable than F2 population. 
Fig. 12 shows the results of Cross No. 2. As田enin Fig. 12， Morioka popula-
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Fs to F6 hybrid populations of Cn踊 No.2， which had been 
r伺 redat 4 1，α:atio凶.
tions are characterized by retardation of time of flag-leaf emergenぽ andalso by 
small variabilities within population as∞mpared with those from three other loca-
tions. This tendency becomes more pronounced with the advance of generation. 
on the contrary， Konosu populations indicate a tendency of becoming larger in 
both the m回 nand variance with the progr田sof generation. In Kurashiki and 
Kanoya populations， litle differences among generations are found in m回 nand 
vananぽ withonly a few exceptions. 1t is noted al回 inthis figure that almost al 
of the populations from four locations are larger in m回 ndays to flag than F2 
population. 
4. Time 01 Heading in 0ρen Field When Sown in Fall at Kurashiki 
Time of h田 dingin open field were inv白tigatedof the F4 or F5 populations of 
each of Crosses No.1， 2 and 3. The r回ultsobtained in these three crosses are 
shown in Table 4. 
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Table 4 
Time of heading and eadiness-and lateness守indexesin the different 
populations when sown outd∞rs in fal at Kurashiki 
Cr'幽
Cras No.l 
lwate Omugi No.l 
X 
L∞ation 
and item 
Morioka 
Konosu 
Kurashiki 
Kanoya 
Fs 
Me温n*
28.62 
26.42 
22.75 
お.03
22.01 
Varianoe Earlines index 
71. 7178 14.0 
64.∞03 54.5 
77.2423 112.7 
45.8287 59 6 
61.1361 85.0 
57 
39.3 
10.0 
6.5 
1.0 
1.0 
lndian Barley 
(Fd. 1958) -・・日匂.~....'.・ d・-・・-・・-・・p・H・・._..・.・.・e句・刊・..........-....-・P・・ー・・ -・‘“・.・H・H・
Cr団sNo.2 
Tammi 
× 
Shimabara 
(Fo. 1958) 
Crωs No.3 
KlJromugi No. 148 
× 
Mensury C 
(F恥 1957)
Mid-pa問nt
Morioka 
Kon曲 U
Kurashiki 
Kanoya 
Fs 
Mid-parent 
Morioka 
Konc国U
Kurashiki 
Kanoya 
F2 
Mid-parent 
* Number of days from April 1st. 
24.97 
23.70 
22.54 
22.28 
20.69 
15.26 
22.08 
30.22 
29.37 
28.93 
29.43 
28.16 
29.99 
特色etext. 
4.7823 3.0 40.5 
26.3199 61.1 43.2 
2渇.9745 72.6 64.3 
27.5563 103.7 24.9 
36.6158 306.8 3.0 
17.2034 43.2 125.2 
16.3666 56.8 90.9 
19.3462 92.9 89.9 
19.ω67 70.1 104.7 
10.4929 53.5 44.0 
As s田 nin Table 4， difference be何回nl∞ationsregarding population m回国
is most remarkable and statistically significant in Cross No. 1， but it is quite slight 
in Cr部 sNo. 3. As compared wi出 mid-伊 rentof但 chcrωs， Morioka populations 
are always considerably late， while mean date of heading of Konosu populations 
are mostly similar to mid-伊 rentalvalue. on the other hand， time of heading 
be∞m白 moreor less回 rlierin the southern 1∞ations such as Kurashiki and Kanoya. 
It may be of some inter田tto note in the回 metable that F2 mean is always smaller 
to回 meextent than the mid-parental value of回 chcross， sugg白 tingheter，佃IS
toward early heading. It is m田tevident in Cross No. 2， in 戸rticular.
As to the variance within 戸pulation，no appr配 iabledifferen偲 S伺 nbe found 
among the populations of different locations in al cr借関s，with only two exceptions， 
namely， Kanoya population of Cr'儲 sNo. 1 and Morioka 戸pulationof Cross No. 2. 
The latter is es戸ciallysmall部 comparedwith the variances of populations of the 
same cross. 
In order to show the differenc四 betweenpopulations in伺 rlin鰯 orlaten儲
in open field，“earlin時sand latenl開 inde"es"were calc1，l1ated by the回 meway a& 
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was adopted to repre記nt出er田叫tscon白mingthe r，田ponseto short-day. As田en
in Table 4， the“白rlinessindex" is very small in Morioka populations， and， asgo 
down to回uthfrom Morioka， ittends to become larger. The relation for “lateness 
index" is recongnized to be almost the reverse with that for “earlin田sindexぺ
The results obtained in Cross No. 4 are shown in Table 5 with the exception 
of that of Fa generation in Kurashiki population becau田 of戸沿rgermination. 
Tab!e 5 
Comparison of time of heading and回 rliness-and latenes-indexes betw目 n
Morioka and Kurashiki population宮ofCross No. 4. when 
回 wnoutd∞rs in fal at Kurashiki 
Gen~~tion __!-vera_g~ ~~~ing_timel) __ ~line鎚 index一 l..a伽邸 ind阻
and item M函ob-Ki.iniBlIiki-Dife民間 Mo巾，ka Kurashiki Mo巾 ka Kurashiki 
F~ (29.54) (181.24) (78.56) 
Fa 31.05 177.12 164.36 
F. 34.55 30.75 3.80林 99.63 212.11 303.75 1ω.64 
Fo 32.90 29.95 2.95* 128.31 254.29 196.54 163.99 
F. 36.80 31.68 5.12枠 62.59 161.81 432.71 148.21 
FT 35.78 33.00 2.78キ 80.89 121.49 342.15 239.28 
-・・......~......‘・..........・・4・・~............・・・..・・・ー・・・・ー・
Mid-開rent (30. 32) 
1) Number of days from April 1 st. * and柿 significantat 5 % and 1 % levels. r官S戸以ively.
Population means of time of heading in Morioka populations are three or more 
days larger than those of Kurashiki populations in every generations， and tends旬
become larger with the prog問sof generation. As is r.配。ngnizedfrom the chang白
10“earliness and lateness i.，dexes "， this fact may be caused by the decrea記 of
early type plants， and also by the inロeaseof late type on白 withthe advance of 
generation. On the other hand， the “回rlinessindexes" of almost al of Kurashiki 
populations are two tim回 ormore larger than those of Morioka populations. How-
ever， there was found among Kurashiki 戸 pulationsa slight tendency that popula-
tion m回 nbecame larger and “earlin田sindex" smaller， with the progr邸 sof 
generation. In addition， the “laten缶sindexes" of Kurashiki populations were 
always much larger than thοse of F~ population. Ac∞rdingly， itmay be suggested 
that in Cross No. 4， adaptability of lat疋 typeplan t is回mewhathigher than early 
type， ifthey a民 grownat southem locations with mild climate. 
IV. DISCUSSION 
It was investigated first in this ex戸rimenthow to change in relative frequen-
Cl白 ofspring and winter ty戸 plantswhen hybrid 戸pulationsof barley grown 
su∞essively during several generations at different climatic locations. The result 
indicated that in Morioka with舘 vere∞ldwinter， spring type plants have rapidly 
been eliminated from the population， and hence have become les frequent with 
the progr田sof generations. In Kurashiki and Kanoya with mild winter， on the 。therhand， both Qf the sprin~ and win，ter type plants CQVlcl号u[vivewipter回fely，
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回 thattheir . relative frequencies remained alm佃 tsimilar to the ex戸cted，though 
spring type plant<; showed a slight tendency to become dominant in田me但 S四
1t has already been well-田tablishedthat a spring type plant臼nattain compe-
tence to form ear-primordia without exposure to cold and/or short-day and become 
highly sensitive to cold， while a winter type plant remains vegetative until winter is 
over， so that it is more tolerable to a severe climatic condition than the spring ty戸
plant. C::msequently， winter ty戸 plantsare regarded to have a sel配tiveadvantage 
over the spring type plants in the habitat where winter climate is extremely severe. 
On the other hand， winter climate in southern ]apan are not so記 vereas旬 kilthe 
spring ty戸 plants，but nevertheless， are sufficiently cold to convert the winter 
type plants into the spring type during the winter months. This will enable both 
spring and winter type plants of barley thrive well in the regions with mild winter百・
Takahashi (1943) has found that barley varieties of highly winter nature a問
distributed in the northern or mountainous regions with severely cold winters， 
while varieties of spring habit and th儲 eof moderately wir.ter type are grown in 
the central and釦 uthernregions of Japan with mild climate. Ac∞rding to Wada 
and Akihama (193-1)， norlhern Honshu are chiefly ∞cupied by wheat varieti白13
with high winter habit， but， as go down to田uth，moderately winter ty伊 varieties
凶∞meprec占ominantand in the southern most parts are found chiefly varieties of 
extremely spring habit. The slight differences existing in the distribution of wheat 
and barley tyt:悶 inthe southem Japan may proba.bly due to the fact that，錨
compared with the winter wheat， winter 同rleymore easily beco_nes competent 
than winter wheat by being exposed to low-tem戸ratureand short-day prevailing 
ln釦 uthernJapan. 1n any way， th白egeographical regularity of distribution of 
spring and winter barley and wheat varieties may rea回 nablyconsidered to ha ve 
resulted from natural sel配 tionhaving 0戸rat吋 forlong period. It is point吋 out
without hesitation that the increase or decline in frequencies of hybrid populations 
which have been subject吋 todifferent climatic ∞nditions is substantially the田me
in tendency as has been found by Takahashi. Naturally， the char】g白 inrelative 
frl何回nciesof spring and winter ty戸 inthese populations Ir ay al田 beattributed 
mainly to the natural記l配 tionthough effects of ∞mpetition between different 
genotypes但 nnot entirely be ruled out. It is interl田tingto note， moreover， that 
the eH配 tsof natural selection on spring and winter nature in凶rleyare 50 strong 
as to result in remarkable chang倍 infrequency部 statedabove within only a few 
generations. However， ithas been found that adaptability of spring type plant 
varies slightly with their genic constitutions regarding spring and winter habit of 
grow出.This is an interesting problem remained in the future. 
lt is well-known that day-length and temperature are chief external factors 
determining adaptability of barley varieu田(Doroshenko1927， For百teret al. 1932， 
Forster and Vasey 1935). ln the study of respons白 ofbarley varieties to photo-
戸riodand tem戸rature，Takahashi and Yasuda (1958， 1960) have found that 
when随時間1spring ba.rleys were grown under the most suitable photoperi吋ic
conditiQn for heading (24 hour da)')， th悦 v"ri~ti時 were ~cc~leri;l.t吋 theirheading 
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uniformly with the rise of temperature， atleast within the range of 8 to 210C， but 
they did not show any marked differential r白F聞記 totemperature. They also 
have indica鉛dthat r田pon田sof varieti白 toshort-day have an intirnate bearing on 
the earliness of fall-sown barleys including varieties of winter as well as spring 
growth habit. 
Ac∞rding to the result of出isex戸rirnent，natural田l配 tionhas opperated 
differently on hybrid plants民間itiveor in田nsitiveto short.day at different 1，促ations.
When grown at higher latitudinal locations， the hybrid plants insensitive to short 
photo戸ri吋 weregradually eliminated from the populations， and con母quently，
population m伺 nsbecame larger with the progress of generation. Quite the rever民
∞ndition was 0版記rvedfor the populations grown at lower latitudinal locations. 
As was found by Takahashi and Yasuda， the plants insensitive to short.day伺 n
head out伺 rlierthan sensitive ty戸 plantswhen田 wnoutd∞ぉinfal. In fact， the 
r白 ultsobtained in the ex戸rimentabout the r白F聞記sof different populations to 
short-day are almost the回 mein tendency as the r，白ultsobtained when they were 
sown outd∞rs in fal at Kurashiki. 
It is al回 veryinter'出ting加 considerthe I'回釦nwhy natural配lectionhas 
disfavored the day-neutral plants and drastically eliminated them from the popula-
tions at the northernrnost location， while in the southern 1∞ations hybrid plants 
sensitive to short-day have b:ョcomemore or les infrequent， on the other. As 
re伊~t吋ly stat吋 before，a day-neutral plant starts to elongate ear-primordia， 
whenever tem戸ra加reis sufficiently high for回 metime in early spring， but a 
plant more or 1回ssensitive to short-day rernains at the vegetative stage in the田me
記aωn.It is noted that in Morioka， heading time of barley is late May when the 
day-length becomes 14-15 hours， while in Kanoya， itis middle of March to early 
April when the day.length is 12-13 hours. Therefore， when day-neutml plants 
are grown in the northern 1凹 ationlike Morioka， they are prone to start developing 
ear-prirnordia and become highly sensitive to∞ld t∞early田asonin spring， and 
∞ns伺uentlythey are田verelydamaged by cold which often follows some temr町 ary
warm days in that sea回n.In釦 uthernregions， on the ∞ntraη， such a event 
seldom白山町民cau田 tem戸raturenever drop t∞low to do damage on the yOUI'g 
heads and plants in very early spring. However， extremely long.day type plants 
begin to develop their heads t∞late in spring when temperature becom白 t∞high
to grow normally. 
Compari田nof hybrid populations drived frorn different locations regarding 
the r缶ponseto long photoperiod has revealed that the hybrid plants舘 nsitiveto 
long-day were eliminated from the populations grown at northern location， but 
slightly increa田din田 uthernI∞ation. However， ithas a already been known that 
varietal difference in respon田 of凶rleysto long-day was not釦 apparent邸 com-
pared with short-day response， and that this inner factor was not aH配 teddir，配tly
the earlin回sof barleys sown outd∞rs in fal at southern location (Takahashi and 
Yasuda 1958， 1960). Neverthel，部， it is conceivable from the result in this ex戸n-
IIl~nt t~t dw 明lin時 f~ctor in a n~rrow ~附 may play a significant role in 
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determining heading time in open field of barley plants which are grown at 
northern 1∞ation as Morioka wherein longer day length predominat白 duringh回 d-
mg t1me. 
When the hybrid populations from different locations were釦wnoutd∞Irs 10 
fal at Kurashiki，回rlytype plants were eliminated from the populations drived 
from northern 1∞ations， and incI1白隠din the populations from釦 uthernlocations. 
Con詑quently，the average heading time of the population became回 rlierwith the 
growing locations went down to sou出. Adair and Jon白 (1946)，Akemine and 
Kikuchi (1958) and Nagamatsu (1958)， in their extensive studies with hybrid 
populations of rice which had been grown at different 1∞ations for thr民 ormore 
generations， unanimously∞nfirmed that when grown at northern 1α:ations， the 
late plants were mark吋lyeliminated from the population， and as went down to 
釦 u出，dateof h回 dingof the populations became later. The舘 r回ultsare apparently 
the reveぉewith the回 seof barley confirmed in this ex戸riment，but in any way， 
al of the記 r白叫tscl回 rlyindi国舵dthat natural sel配 tionhas strongly 0戸ratedon 
the time of h回 dingoI the populations and within rather short戸riodrl白Ultl吋 ina 
mark吋 shiftin genetic ∞nstitution of the populations. 
All the evidence obtained in this experiment clearly indicate出atin northern 
Honshu (reprl問 1tedby Morioka in this experiment) wherein田verelycold w回 ther
lasts for more than three months in winter， very rigid natural sel配 tion0戸m回
目戸ciallyon early heading type plants with spring nature， and con舘quently
th佃 eplants insensitive to short-day and intrinsically early under long-day ∞ndi・
tions回 nnot survive the winter there， even if they are of winter habit. lt 
配emsn民自国ryfor the barley adaptive to this region to have at least a nature of 
relatively late heading combined with highly winter habit. However， down to the 
田uthand entering into Kanto district， winter climate be∞mes∞m戸rativelymild， 
回 thatpr田sureof natural sel配 tionis considerably relaxed， allowing survival of 
various ty戸sof同rley. Neverthel邸， extremely伺 rlyheading type with high 
spring nature田emsto 民 lessadaptive to this region than in the more田uthern
regions like Chugoku and Kyushu. In田uthernJapan， repr田entedby Kurashiki 
and Kanoya in this experiment， on the other hand， winter climate田emsto be 
favorable to the growth various ty戸~of barley， but high temperature at the ripen-
ing stage of late barley plant d錨 harmto them. So， early句 medium-伺 rlyty戸
plants of both spring and winter habit are more adaptive to th田eregions. ln 
consequence， high詑nsitivityto short photoperiod and extremely high grade of 
winter habit， both of wihch伺 usethe retardation of heading and maturity， are 
民 ga吋 tomake the barley plants non-adaptive to th白eregions. 
V. SUMMARY 
ln order to know how far we回 nmake the time of maturity伺 rlierin the 
民 gionsdiffering climatic condition and what kind of genoty戸sare m価 tadaptive 
to the regions， an ex戸rimentw部戸rformed. The study was made under the 
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following scheme: Four crosses were grown in bulk from F2 up to Fo generations 
msu∞悶ivey，回路sinceautumn in 1954 at four locations; namely Morioka (North)， 
Konosu (Central)， Kurashiki (South) and Kanoya (Southemmost). These hybrid 
populations were used as the materials. The present paper esp配ialydeals with the 
results of a study of the eff配 tsof natural sel，配tionon time of heading and田me
inner factors that may affect time of heading and e∞logy in barley. The characters 
S加dieda回 asfollows; time of h阻 ding田 wnoutd∞rs in fal at Kurashiki， spring 
and winter habit of growth， pho旬戸riodicr，田pon配 (r白ponseof vemalized plants 
to short-day) and “earliness in a narrow棚田"(r，白ponseof vemalized plant to 
long-day). The r白ultsobtained are summarized as follows : 
(1) Natural selection has brought about marked chang白血 the relative fre-
quencies of the spring and winter type plants in the populations. When grown in 
Morioka， spring ty戸 plantswere rapidly eliminated from the population， and in 
釦 mecrosses， their frequencies became about one half of the theoretical ones during 
only one generation. At three other 1α:ations， spring type plants increased， though 
slightly， and this tendency seemed to become marked as the 1α:ations went down 
to釦uth.
(2) Among the spring type plants survived in the populations grown at 
southem 1，α:ations， the plants having dominant spring gene， Sh~\ were more 
adaptive for their environments than the spring type on田 havingonly r，配錨ive
spring gene pair， shsh. 
(3) Res戸nsesof hybrid plants ∞nstituting each of the populations to short 
photo戸riodwere studied in order to know the generation changes and differences 
between locations in a verage田nsitivitiesof th白e戸pulatio臥 Theresult indicated 
that hybrid plants day-neutral or in田nsitiveto short-day were much reduced in 
Morioka， but increased gradually in the southem Iα:ations. Consequently， pop叫a-
tion m回nbecame larger in Morioka and ∞nver記lyit d配r位田dmarkedly in 
Kanoya as the hybrid generation advanced. With r，白戸ctto this inner factor popu-
lations were affected by natural selection， almost similarly at Konosu and Kurashiki， 
the extent of the eff配 tsbeing intermediate between the conditions at Morioka and 
Kanoya. 
(4) Vernalized hybrid plants we詑 grownunder 24 hour day， and mean days 
to flag of different populations and their variances were compared. The result was 
that early plants became less frequent in the伊pulationsof northem locations， 
while in the populations of southem location， such plants tended to increa配
gradually， and 伊 pulationmeans became smaller with the advanc泡 ofgeneration. 
However， ef配 tof natural sel，配tionon this factor seemed not to be回 strongas 
on the short photoperiodic response， and to be different a∞ording to cross回 inits 
extent. 
(5) When hybrid 伊pulationsderived from different 1∞ations were釦 wnout-
d∞rs in fal at Kurashiki， average heading time of population showed marked 
tendenci田 tob記ome伺 rlierwith their growing 1，α:ations went down to田uth.
This was caused by the facts that natural selection operated mainly on the early 
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type plants in northem 1，αコationsand on the late type ones in回 uthemlocations. 
(6) The contribution to adaptabi1ty of barley to配 ologicalniche of回 chof 
the inner factors and the mechanisms by which the natural se1，配tionaHected time 
of heading in 0戸nfie1d of hybrid popu1ations were discussed on the basis of th倍e
resu1ts and from relations between heading time in 0戸nfield and the inner factors. 
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